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RAVENOL Selfmix 2T
RAVENOL Selfmix 2T is a premixed mineral lubricant which meets the exacting demands of modern two-stroke engines. It effectively prevents the accumulation of carbon deposits in the
piston, the combustion chambers and the exhaust ports, and is formulated to avoid contamination of spark plugs and corrosion damage to drive mechanism components.

Application Notes
RAVENOL Selfmix 2T is specially designed for universal use in motorcycles which have separate lubrication and self-mixing systems. When used in separate lubrication systems this product
wil l ensure optimal lubrication and minimizes smoke to help protect the environment. It is suitable for air-cooled as well as water-cooled two-stroke gasoline engines in motorcycles, mopeds
and scooters, as well as for other equipment such as lawnmowers etc.

Recommended mixing ratio max. 1:50. - please follow manufacturer's instructions.

As a guide, the contents of a 1litre pack when mixed wil l give ratios as follows:

15 l iters of fuel = 1: 15                          30 l iters of fuel = 1: 30

20 liters of fuel = 1: 20                          40 l iters of fuel = 1: 40

25 liters of fuel = 1: 25                          50 l iters of fuel = 1: 50

Quality Classifications
Specifications

API TB, ISO-L-EGB, NMMA TC-W

Approv als

JASO FB, Approval JASO 049RAV155

Practice and tested in aggregates with filling

Husqvarna, Stihl, Partner, McCulloch, Jonsered, Oleo-Mac, Poulan, Maruyama, Dolmar, Oregon, Makita, Ryobi, Hitachi

Characteristic
RAVENOL Selfmix 2T offers:

Excellent corrosion protection
Excellent oxidation stabil i ty
Very high wear protection
Environmentally friendly with low smoke formulation
Low coking capabil ities
Formulated for universal use

Characteristics Unit Data Audit

Colour rot visual
Density at 20°C kg/m³ 872 EN ISO 12185
Viscosity at 40°C mm²/s 70,0 DIN 51 562
Viscosity at 100°C mm²/s 8,7 DIN 51 562
Viscosity index VI 100 DIN ISO 2909
Flash point (COC) °C 190 DIN ISO 2592
Pourpoint °C -24 DIN ISO 3016

All indicated data are approximate values and are subject to the commercial fluctuations.
All information correspond to the best of our knowledge to the actual situation of the cognitions and our dev elopment. Subject to alterations. All references made to DIN-norms are only
for the description of the goods. There is no guarantee. In case there will be any problems please contact the technical serv ice.
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